Introduction.

Both Cicero (in his treatises De Oratore and De Inventione), Quintilian in his Institutio
Oratorio and the anonymous author of the Rhetorica ad Herennium distinguished between three types of narrative depending on the degree of its verity, and they proposed «as do many minor writers on the topic as well, the categories of fabula, argumentum, and historia.
A fabula is a tale not only invented, but containing impossible or highly improbable elements; talking animals, for instance, or humans metamorphosed into flora and fauna.
Argumentum is also invented but neither impossible nor improbable; and historia is the relation of actual events. The literary genres deriving from these types of narratio are: tragedy or carmina from fabula, comedy from argumentum, and from historia history, the setting forth of the fact, of res gesta, the thing done» (Sargent-Baur 1996: 27).
This paper explores the way in which this Classical triad was the object of interpretation and commentary for a whole constellation of Middle Age Latin authors, whose ideas, in turn, resonated with writers created the first romance writings in their respective vernaculars in the 12th century. This paper begins form the review of Macroby's and Isidore of Seville's texts because the literature of the 12 th century was influenced both explicitly and implicitly by the meta-literature texts of these medieval Latin authors.
Latin rhetorical triad («historia», «argumentum», and «fabula») and its reconsideration during the Middle Ages
Isidore of Seville, who exerted a great influence on writers in the Middle Ages, devoted a lot of space in his Etymologiae to the contraposition and comparison of the three mentioned types of narration. In the first book of Etymologiae (Grammar, Chapter XLIV, The kinds of history /De generibus historiae/) he wrote, in particular: «Both history, 'plausible narration' (argumentum), and fable differ from one other. Histories are true deeds that have happened, plausible narrations are things that, even if they have not happened, nevertheless could happen, and fables are things that have not happened and cannot happen, because they are contrary to nature.» Isidore dedicated a separate chapter to the fable (XL, The fable /De fabula/): «Poets named 'fables' (fabula) from 'speaking' (fari), because they are not actual events that took place, but were only invented in words».
Developing his idea further, Isidore wrote about the functions of the fables: «Poets have made up some fables for the sake of entertainment, and expounded others as having to do with the nature of things, and still others as telling about human morals.» Fables created for entertainment were meant for simple folks (Isidore mentioned, as his example, comedies by Plautus and Terence, in which plots were invented; in this sense they were getting closer to his definition of «fable», that is of fiction). Fables created for the purpose of explaining the nature of things tell of animals and natural events, both real and not, such that never existed (as, for example, Hippocentaur, who was depicted as half-human and half-horse). Finally, fables on human behavior treat it «so that we arrive at the matter that is intended with the true meaning, though, to be sure, by means of a made-up narrative 3 ».
Thus Isidore followed the Classical rhetoric thinking, summarizing its basic ideas and repeating its triple division, while he mentioned both «historia», «argumentum» and «fabula» (invented narration (Mehtonen 1996) . This work by Macrobius was known to Isidore of Seville, whose Etymologiae «contain many references to Commentary», in particular his third book dedicated to astronomy. We shall try now to explore the difference between the literary thought of
Macrobius and the conception of Isidore as well as the Classical rhetorical tradition.
Right at the beginning of his Commentar, Macrobius justified the use of fiction or, to be more specific, the use of dreams in philosophers' works, in particular those by Plato.
Macrobius defined fiction as follows (using the expected word-fabula): «Fables, which name alone announces openly that they are fictitious, were invented in one case only with the aim of simply providing entertainment to listeners while in the other case for the purpose of prompting them to lead a more moral life.ссылка. или ниже сразу на все цитаты?
Macrobius indicated here, therefore, two functions of fable and fiction; the first one, who did not take dreams as trifles, for he wrote of the vision which came to King Scipio. Whoever thinks or says that to believe in a dream's coming true is folly and stupidity may, as he wishes, think me a fool; but, for my part, I am convinced that a dream signifies the good and evil that come to men, for most men at night dream many things in a hidden way which may afterward be seen openly (The Romance of the Rose 1971: 31).
The blurry boundary between «truth» and fiction, the partial or complete conjunction of their functions as well as the possibility of uniting them in the same work became significant to very different authors whom we mentioned in this chapter: for Walter Map and, as we shall ascertain below, for two «historiographers»-Geoffrey of Monmouth and
Wace. The proportion of invented and «truthful» elements, however, as well as the mode of their combination was different for each author.
Geoffrey of Monmouth and his critics
In the beginnings of Arthurian literature, which was based on the «Breton material», there «after Arthur killed Gildas' brother, this saint got so furious that he threw into the sea all the wonderful books which spoke of our king's great deeds». Giraud, however, mentioned in his text «our famous (famosus), not to say fictitious (fabulosus) Arthur», thus making this king into a hero of fables and fairy-tales and also, in the same breath, relegating to inventions or fables Geoffrey's History and equating it to «historia fabulosa», that is to «apocryphal history», which is a new, hybrid, narration category which is so obviously related to Macrobius' narratio fabulosa («inauthentic narration»); the latter contained a core of truth which was hidden under the fictitious narrative.
In the opinion of Willam of Newburgh, one more reason for Geoffrey's descriptions of Arthur's great exploits and deeds was his fear of the Britons: «it is to be noted that he
[Geoffrey] subsequently relates that the same Arthur was mortally wounded in battle, and that, after having disposed of his kingdom he retired into the island of Avallon, according to the British fables, to be cured of his wounds; not daring, through fear of the Britons, to assert that he was dead -he whom these truly silly Britons declare is still to come» (Wiliam Niyubourgsky 2010: 111).
At the very beginning of Geoffrey's book we can read as follows: «Walter, archdeacon of Oxford, a man of great eloquence, and learned in foreign histories, offered me a very ancient book in the British tongue, which, in a continued regular story and elegant style, related the actions of them all, from Brutus the first king of the Britons, down to offered Geoffrey some ancient book, which existence we may not be convinced of, but which, if we believe Geoffrey, told of a sequence of kings who ruled Britain. As told before, by referring to Gildas and Bede, neither of whom have seemingly never written anything about ancient kings of this land, Geoffrey decided to fill the gap and thus he dedicated a good portion of his History to the story of the birth and heroic deeds of the great king Arthur who vanquished the Saxons and was a threat to Romans, all of which came from this supposedly found book.
Geoffrey's popularity and his subsequent reception were determined by the fact that All these devices make Wace's verses easier for both appreciation and performance (let us remind that these writings were meant to be spoken loudly and not to be read silently). We shall find analogous rhetorical passages everywhere in the text, like, for example, this one:
Ne puis aler, ne puis venir, ne puis lever, ne puis culchier, ne puis beivre, ne puis mangier... (verses 7535-7540)
These prophecies were indeed very obscure, but we should not forget that Wace wrote for the less educated people and, as any writer of that period who used the vernacular, he aimed at making the content of his work simpler.
Conclusion
Diffusive nature of such categories as «truth» and «fiction», which was important for the literary theory of the 12 th century, was significant for Geoffrey and his successors. The latter erased the boundary between them even further making his romance be closer to the «inauthentic narration» («narratio fabulosa»), truthful in its base, but containing many fictitious elements. Just as did other translators who created non-literal versions of Latin texts, Wace explained and simplified the original, while at the same time amplified it. Just as did other authors who rendered prose with verses, Wace introduced additional elements into his text, including epithets, descriptions, direct speech, and all of that is organically incorporated into the versified narration, because this type of narrative is conducive to it. In the meantime, it would not be possible to say that Wace restricted himself to the task that was usual for the authors of such translations: unlike them, Wace significantly increased the fairy-tale element in his version while introducing such additions there which were not sought after only in conjunction with the task of the translators in the Middle Ages.
